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1. Introduction
“A Balanced Transport Future for Sydney.”  That is what is being sought according to a
beautifully produced public document from the New South Wales Department of Transport
(1995a). The cover picture shows what it is that is to be balanced: we see a train, road traffic,
and a ferry boat headed for Circular Quay. If only these components would come together to
create a balanced whole all would be well, the image would seem to suggest.
Transport is not a simple problem, however, and there are more than technologies to be
balanced. Let us look at some of the historic examples of the complexiti s which have
confounded transport planning, and see what we can learn about what to do in Sydney.
2. Feedback in Transport
I want to start with two of my favourite articles — they have the same title: “Transport —
Maker and Breaker of Cities,” the first written by Kenneth Clark (1957) in the 50s, the second
recently by Peter Hall (1992). What is important about these articles is that they state that a
symbiotic relationship — in the words of Peter Hall — exists between cities and their transport
systems. Change one, and the other changes too. Transport planning cannot be like a
controlled scientific experiment in which only one element — transport — is changed. Instead,
all manner of related components of the city — housing, employment, the enviro ment —
change as well, all too often in ways we haven’t predicted and don’t want, either. It’s ironic
that we refer to transport as a “derived demand” — of no utility except to serve some other
demand — when it can change the very nature of those demands that call it into being in the
first place!
A term I’d like to use is “feedback.” It comes from systems theory, and is helpful in showing
the interconnectedness of components in the city. There may be a demand for transport
innovations in a city. But if you change the transport infrastructure, there is a feedback effect
which alters both the initial demand for transport — it’s no longer the same demand that led to
the innovation — and changes the form of the city itself.
The reason it’s important to talk about feedback is that it is so often ignored: and the result has
been poor transport planning. I want to invite you all to confront the complexities implied by
feedback so that your planning efforts in Sydney will be more creative and more successful.
But let’s start with a trip back to the 19th century.
3. History of Transport Systems — A Dynamic Process
The streets of the medieval city were narrow and tortuous. The city was crowded and compact
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— limited in its scope by the distance you could conveniently walk. If you look at Jerusalem’s
Old City or many Third World cities today, that is what you still see. Transport acted as a
constraint to the city’s development.
The mercantile and industrial revolutions changed the nature of cities. There
wasn’t enough space for development within existing boundaries, and new factory locations
grew up which weren’t always near where people lived. For the first time a spatial separation
of work and residence began to take shape.
In London, the stress of expansion showed. In 1829 George Shillibeer brought the bus to
London — it could take more passengers than a stage coach and it stopped more frequently.
But it was still expensive, and only for the wealthy. Dickens illustrated the problem in Sketches
by Boz: “The early clerk population of Somers and Camden Towns, Islington and Pentonville
are fast pouring into the city... middle-aged men, whose salaries have by no means increased in
the same proportion as their families, plod steadily along, apparently with no object in view but
the counting house.”
The clerks were living in the “walking suburbs” — for people who couldn’t afford the bus fare.
And let’s not forget the 4-mile path on the viaduct of London’s first commuter railway to
Deptford, used by 120,000 pedestrians in 1839 who couldn’t afford to ride on the train
(Weightman and Humphries, 1983, p. 100).
The pressures grew as the century progressed, crying out for an innovation, and that
innovation was to be the horsecar. If two horses could pull a bus with 12 passengers, they
could pull a car on rails laden with 40, and they could do so at a greater speed. They were
cheaper to use and their routes were longer. Developed in New York in 1852 and arriving in
London in 1870, they at last provided a means of transport for the masses. And, as Weightman
and Humphries show in their most persuasive account, it was the horse — not mechanical
power — which shaped modern London. Unlike the steam train which only encouraged
development around its spread out stations, the horse car — which ran through the street and
stopped frequently — stimulated continuous development, giving rise to the suburban forms
we know today. Having given rise to them, it not only increased and intensified the suburban
demand for transport, but shaped the concept of the suburb as a special kind of city form.
By creating a distance between work and residence, the basis was begun for conceiving
different types of movement independent from the centre. Certainly, this did not come at first.
But the mere act of putting people at substantial distances from their work on the urban
periphery laid the potential for dispersed transport interaction such as could be provided by the
car — and for the demise of the very type of transport which had created the new urban form
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in the first place.
The electric streetcar cemented the work of the horsecar. In many cities, its effects were
spectacular: In Los Angeles, for example, Henry Huntington’s Red Cars — put into operation
as a real estate venture — led to the creation of far flung communities throughout Southern
California. The population of Long Beach, for example, grew from 2,200 to nearly 18,000 in
less than a decade. But by the 1920s the trolleys were getting into financial trouble as car
ownership grew and trolley ridership declined.
What did the car do? As George Hilton (1967, p. 380) put it, “The automobile gave Americans
a lateral mobility and an opportunity for point-to-point travel which the electric railway had
denied them.” Even by the mid-20s, commercial and industrial ecentral sation enabled
suburbanites to shop and work in outlying areas — and let us remember that this was by
choice. The car permitted infilling to happen away from the railway tracks, and in the process
creating an urban form which was no longer amenable to being served by the railway. The “far-
flung” nature of Southern California was created by the railways. But, by the very act of
creating that form, the transport mode set the stage for its own demise once displaced by an
automotive technology which could better serve and enhance suburban mobility.
With freeway construction from the 50s onwards, suburbs became as accessible — and
possibly more so — than centres and the central city decline we see all over the developed
world today set in.
4. The Public Sector Response —  Preselected Solutions
The public sector response to transport problems has focused on transport facilities and not on
the underlying problems. As Alan Altshuler (1979, p. ix) remarked: “Analytic activities have
tended overwhelmingly to focus on the appraisal, advocacy, and/or incremental adaptation of...
technologies and services — which we term pres lected solutions — rather than on laying bare
the character of the problems generating demands for public action or searching with a fresh
eye for effective remedial strategies.”
1950s road advocates saw congestion and demanded highways without looking at the
consequences for cities. They didn’t realise that, in the words of Mel Webber,  “traffic expands
to fill the space available.” In the absence of a systems view which could tell us that more
roads could mean more traffic and more congestion, freeways could clearly be seen as the
symbol  of freedom.
In the 1960s came a shift to issues of the environment and, in a reaction to the problems the
roads had created, action began to revitalise public transport in the United States.
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Unfortunately, this has mostly taken the form of capital expenditures suited to cities of the
19th century which no longer exist. Los Angeles Metrorail, for example, is focused on the
core, while travel needs are widely dispersed. The result has been massive costs for low
ridership systems. Because they provide such a small percentage of the capacity of highways,
they cannot refocus development.
Let us look at two metaphorical concepts (developed in Richmond, 1991, 1996) which help
explain the popularity of urban rail construction in Los Angeles and many other cities, as well.
To quote from an editorial in Coast Media Newspapers of October 23, 1980: “Dependency on
foreign oil must be broken — immediately. One sure way is to finance and construct a rail
rapid transit system.” We see here the “addiction” metaphor in operation.
The metaphor suggests that just as when we become addicted to a narcotic drug our body
chemistry goes out of balance, an “addiction” to petrol is causing us to be diseased. Nowhere
does this understanding come through more clearly than in TV news reporting for KNXT-TV,
Los Angeles. On 21 April, 1980, with talk of another transit proposition in the air, presenter
Marcia Brandwynne detailed the problem as follows: “What gas has made us is addicts. We
depend on gasoline much like a heroin addict depends on a fix. Now that gas is harder to get
and costing more, we are starting withdrawal symptoms.”
The camera focuses on an “addict” to prove the point: “I gotta have it, I use this in my
business.”
We quickly hone in on another “junkie:” “My gas bill has just gone up tremendously high, you
know, seems as though I’m working just for gas.”
And just in case viewers have yet to get the point, we move to a third: “I guess I am hooked
on gasoline, because it’s a necessity, I just have to have it.”
In line with treating the problem as one of substance abuse, the TV station calls on a
psychiatrist to make an analysis:
“What will happen when it’s taken away? It’ll be a shaker-upper. They will be in a sort of
transportation shock. I suspect that some people will succumb, they won’t be able to
overcome the idea that their movements are constricted.”
“Withdrawal symptoms” are talked of as of a human body in shock. Brandwynne now returns
to confirm to viewers that: “In Southern California our dependence is staggering.”
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The series continued on April 28, when anchor Connie Chung opened by telling viewers that:
“Tonight Marcia Brandwynne is here to tell us how we might have avoided getting hooked.”
The answer, Brandwynne says, lay in the Red Car system (shown in operation for viewers), “a
system that flourished in a Los Angeles of yesterday.”
Rail advocate and former County Supervisor Baxter Ward now appears on screen to declare
that: “Life in this County will come to a standstill, economically, socially, recreationally, you
know, in all forms, if we don’t have transportation.”
Brandwynne returns to tell us that: “It didn’t have to be this way and here’s the reason: it was
the greatest mass transit system in the world, and we had it right here... It was called the
Pacific Electric.”
We now pan to Bill Meyers, a rail historian who is seen in the Red Car he owns: “The Pacific
Electric was a very efficient system. Even a big car like the one we’re sitting in this afternoon
was far more fuel-efficient than any passenger motor vehicle, even a bus, today, but with only
50 people in the car, it’s 26 times more efficient than a modern passenger automobile.”
Brandwynne then draws on the “conspiracy theory” you may have seen in popular culture such
as the movie “Who Killed Roger Rabbit?”  “Who killed Big Red? There’s no easy answer, but
it was a slow and painful murder, with many accomplices. In 1949, General Motors was
convicted of criminally conspiring to replace electric transportation with diesel buses in 40
American cities, Los Angeles was one of them.
But although GM made hundreds of millions of dollars by this scheme, it was fined the sum of
$5,000, and that didn’t stop them. By 1955, 88% of the nation’s electric streetcar network has
been eliminated, and in Los Angeles, all that was left was the red car run to Long Beach, and
that died in 1961.
And so the seeds of our addiction to the automobile and to gasoline were born.”
And the antidote to the addiction is to bring back rail. As one of the principal rail advocates,
former Supervisor Kenneth Hahn, said: “We should set this project [Long Beach light rail] as
the number one priority so we can begin to reduce our dependence on the freeways and smog-
producing automobiles” (from interview for Richmond, 1991, 1996).
Although the drug-addiction metaphor may be attractive and provide an easy way to find an
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understanding of a complex problem, it is a way of thinking that tacitly leads those under its
influence to reach faulty conclusions. An addiction is seen as something bad, something that
normal, healthy individuals don’t succumb to. Few who are not addicted to heroin would see
anything favourable about it. The metaphorical understanding puts petrol consumption and car
usage into the same category.
The Snell (1974) Report which accused General Motors of destroying the Red Car system
suggests that the car is demon, and that if only we would go back to the good old days —
before we became addicted to gas — all would be well. This is a myth, because the fact of the
matter is that gas is not an undesirable drug we have been driven to by the elimination of the
Red Cars, but the car is a transport of choice. The car was not something people were forced
to use; people stopped using trains because they found road travel offered more convenience
and freedom. The car has established patterns of urban living which most people find desirable,
and it has developed a dominant hold on transport patterns, one which cannot be reversed by
building a few rail lines.
Next, I’d like to talk about the “Balance” metaphor, because this has great relevance for what
Sydney is trying to do now. What is going on in a metaphor first of all? Well, one thing is
being seen as another thing. In the example we just saw, the use of cars is seen as an addiction
to a drug. Metaphor tends to simplify. Something complex is rendered in black-and-white (see
Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Schön 1963, 1979).
Balance is a basic metaphorical concept which comes from our experience of our body. There
is a bodily equilibrium. If it’s lost, we must regain it. Stomach, bladder, walking — we’re not
normally aware of these things until we fall out of balance. But when the stomach is empty we
realise we need to fill it; when the bladder is full that we need to empty it; that when we
stumble we have to right the balance we hadn’t thought about until it failed us (see Johnson,
1987).
Out of balance means having too much or too little. A balance scale has two pans. What it
does is compare items being weighed: there is no examination of the items being weighed.
In my study of Los Angeles (Richmond, 1991, 1996) there were continual references to the
need for “balanced transportation.” Here’s an example from County Supervisor Deane Dana:
“Until the 1940s, the Pacific Electric provided our citizens along with our highway system with
a good balanced transportation system... We now have to keep pace with the future and we
require a more balanced system. Streets and highways alone cannot always provide a
reasonable level of service to keep pace with even the most conservative population and
development projections in the area.”
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There seem to be two ideas of balance when it comes to transport. If a transport system
operates under conditions of free-flow, it is in balance. If it is overloaded, it falls out of
balance. Secondly, if the components of that transport system — say road and rail — are in the
wrong proportions, they are out of balance. The idea of the balance scale is evoked by the
language used: there is talk of the traffic being “unbearable” and the need to remove the “load”
from the freeways. And if there’s too much weight on the freeways, the answer is to put more
weight on the other side of the scale. By building railways, the system will supposedly tilt back
into balance: weight will be transferred from the roads which will flow freely again.
As one LA County Commissioner said, San Francisco has heavy rail, light rail and buses, so
it’s balanced. As a congressional staffer put it: “The trick is to balance them off, a desire to
plan that puts each mode where it needs to be.” “It’s like an orchestra,” said Congressman Jim
Bates. “You’ve got the violins and the trumpets and the horns, the cellos, you know.”
What are we doing? We are balancing pre-defined technologies. They are talked of as givens
and to be put in their appropriate places. Just as we can’t make cellos sound horn-like, we
can’t give road systems — including the buses using them — the supposed advantages of rail-
like characteristics.
The mythology hits home when we see that this concept of balance can be no more than a
fiction. The new Los Angeles rail system will probably make no visible difference to the road
loadings. And, even if it does initially, the result will be the attraction of more cars to the
higher highway speeds, then a slowing down until the old congestion is regained. Meanwhile,
the vast per capita expenditures on the rail system take away opportunities for the more
productive use of scarce resources.
We hate complexity and we abhor the unknown. As Nietzsche put it, we continually need a
“narrower, abbreviated, simplified world.” The idea of balance is as simple as it is basic and it
gives us an easy answer. But it is not a real answer because it cannot be attained. And the
answer is misleading because the assumption that we need certain proportions of rail systems
versus roads may be totally false. Rail systems may not be suited to the environment in
question, for example. Therefore they are not in fact as necessary as violins in an orchestra. To
find out if they are needed, however, we have to get away from our fascination with balancing
physical technologies and devote more attention to studying the underlying social problems
and the system relationships between the problems.
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5. Comparing Sydney’s Approach to Los Angeles’
Let’s see what similarities we can spot in Sydney. There is a fear of the metropolis becoming
another Los Angeles. The suburbs are spreading and sprawling. Despite the existence of some
excellent public transport services, this is a car-dominated society living a suburban lifestyle —
and a lifestyle that most people in fact enjoy.
The reaction in Sydney, as in Los Angeles, seems to have started with technology and physical
actions. By building transport facilities and shaping the human activities which use them, it is
assumed that the problem will be solved.
As in Los Angeles, the addiction metaphor seems to be at the heart of the problem conception.
There is an “over-dependence” on motor vehicles, to quote the DOT’s integrated transport
strategy document (New South Wales Department of Transport, 1995b, p. 16), and factors
such as “the patterns of urban development in recent years... especially low density fringe
growth and employment decentralisation — have reduced the effectiveness of public transport
and increased reliance on the private car” (p. i). This has led to increased infrastructure costs
and environmental problems, the report says.
The response is adoption of “urban containment, or the “compact city”... The objective is to
manage travel demand by promoting land use patterns which make more efficient use of highly
accessible land, by increasing residential densities and by encouraging concentrated
employment patterns. The more compact city will have improved accessibility, more efficient
patterns of movement and optimised public transport use. Reduced car dependence will assist
in maintaining and improving the quality of the environment” (p. iv).
Reducing this “dependence” is intrinsically connected with the idea of restoring “balance.”
According to the report, “The system will operate effectively and efficiently when the system is
balanced, using the right mode for each task, and ensuring integration within the system” (p.
vi). And how is this “balance” to be achieved? The provision of physical transport
infrastructure, whether it be rail lines, multi-modal interchanges or motorway extensions
predominates. The balance is supposedly arrived at by having the “right” quantity of each
technology. But, as we have seen, such a balance is mythical. Rail lines are likely to attract few
cars off the roads. Even if they do, and road speeds are thereby increased, this will be taken as
a cue for more drivers to take the roads  leading to returned congestion.
Road building, whether or not it is “balanced” with rail lines inevitably attracts more cars and
more congestion. The “balance” idea breaks down because once you think you’ve transferred
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a “weight” from the over-heavy side of the scale to the other side, new “weights” come from
out of the ether to wreck the balance again. “Balance” implies a static system of weights to be
traded off, but the world of transport is dynamic, with feedback effects from your actions
changing the rules of the whole game. It is not as simple as diagnosing a malady and “curing”
it. Physical balancing of technologies may seem an attractive goal because it is easy to visualise
and implement, but it cannot provide a cure if the underlying problems are ignored.
Perhaps most alarming are the assumptions regarding the desirability of high-density urban
forms as an antidote to Sydney’s addiction to cars. The suburban development of Sydney is
living evidence that people do not like high-density living. It can in fact be argued that high-
density living concentrates pollution and other environmental degradation. In particular, it
focuses congestion in sometimes unexpected and evil ways. Suppose sub-centres are promoted
as hubs and equipped with high-quality public transport links. Unfortunately, new development
at such centres attracts new people coming by car as well as public transport, concentrating
congestion there.
People have shown that they like the car-driven suburban lifestyle. Is it realistic to say that this
can be changed by the introduction of more technologies from the 19th century? Given the
domination of the car and the predominance of facilities which cater to it, can marginal
changes in public transport really take us back to the “old days.” It is unlikely that the
expansion of a technology displaced by the car can reshape patterns of urban interaction, since
it cannot eliminate all the dispersed suburban demands the car created and which will continue
to dominate the needs of Sydney’s citizens.
More to the point, should we try to do such urban engineering in the first place? Should
development be shaped to suit the attributes of public transport technologies, or should
appropriate transport answers be developed to meet people’s chosen lifestyles?
If we look at the great transport innovations of the past, they were all a response to unmet
needs: To escape from the congested centre; to provide an alternative to walking from the
suburbs; to provide more widespread mobility once you’d moved out to the suburbs. There
was a tension created by unmet demand, and a response to it. The difference between today’s
proposals for Sydney and the innovations of the past is that they are attempting to fight public
preferences, rather than satisfy them. Can such attempts succeed? They can’t, given the
existence of a mature, auto-driven metropolis. More fundamentally, should they succeed?
Instead of trying to mould today’s forms to past patterns which have been displaced, how
about trying to find out how people want to live and then accommodating their wishes in
environmentally responsible ways?
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Balancing involves trading off weights, not examining them, and in the “Integrated Transport
Strategy” we see a number of currently-available alternatives laid out, but absolutely no
examination of how those available alternatives might be deployed differently. As David
Hensher ( 1992) has pointed out, Australia’s road system is not effectively priced. People do
not pay the full cost of travel each time they set out on a car trip. The trip therefore appears
cheaper than it really is.
6. Towards Solutions
There are a number of strategies which can improve pricing. Road taxation could be collected
through higher petrol taxes, for example, rather than through licensing fees, so that taxation
varies entirely according to usage. Charging for specific road use is a touchy political issue, but
deserves further consideration if there is to be a real effort to use the road system more
efficiently. Finally, Don Shoup’s (1995) important recent work in California has demonstrated
that there is great potential for more effectively-priced parking. Traditionally, most parking has
been free or subsidised to employees, hiding the cost of providing and maintaining the
facilities, which is real. In the Californian instance, legislation now requires employers who pay
for their employees parking to either stop paying or provide an equal cash benefit for those
who choose not to drive. Drivers are thereby made aware of the real costs their cars impose
and given an incentive to use public transport instead. Most importantly, system performance
is increased because of real gains in efficiency, which do not accrue by merely adding more of
the same to the inefficient present system.
Similar efforts can be made on the public transport side. Perhaps public transport is ineffective
because it mirrors demands which no longer exist — so we should change the nature of those
services, not provide more of the same. Services which reflect more of the attributes of the car
— minibuses and vans on flexible and dispersed routes, for example — might be developed,
with a service better tailored to needs.
There are many good elements to the integrated Transport Strategy. It encapsulates Sydney’s
transport problems. It offers a wealth of design alternatives. It stresses the relationship
between land use and transport in a much more direct way than many similar plans. At the
same time, it is cloaked in assumptions which need revealing and testing. We need to ask if we
are indeed “addicted” to the car. Or do we, instead, in fact cherish it? And the static view of
transport which gives credence to the myth of a “balance” to be achieved by adding or
subtracting given quantities of transport technologies needs to be replaced by an understanding
of the dynamic feedback-riden nature of transport systems, and of the need to manage how
they are provided, not just the quantity that is supplied.
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7. The Need to Ask Questions
The most important work to be done however is to inquire into what type of a Sydney people
want to live in. Research is needed into why people have fled from the centre to suburban
lifestyles and to understand how people feel they would like to live. Our job should then be to
manage the transport system to accommodate those desires as responsibly as possible, in the
recognition that prescribing a lifestyle people don’t want is not only antithetical to good
government, but is also not going to succeed given the dispersion and car ownership which has
already arisen.
Perhaps the hard pill to swallow is that our metaphors — our ways of seeing things — must be
different from past ones. In the developing city, technological innovations could help build a
solution to tensions between transport demands and supply. Building is attractive, because it is
tangible and there are concrete results once it’s over which suggest progress. Full trains in Los
Angeles are more visible than a conception of the far more cost-effective transport systems
which might have been financed and operated in their absence.
It is disturbing to now have to face the fact that building — in the case of railways — is
unlikely to provide the structural change imagined or — in the case of highways — could
merely exacerbate the problems. It takes much more courage to look for alternative
approaches to organising the transport infrastructure, especially when they don’t bring the
same ribbons to cut and can be politically dangerous, as well.
We have to learn, however, not only to design our solutions better, but how to ask better
questions, how to frame the discussion which leads to solutions. It is only by engaging the
difficult underlying questions about how Sydney’s inhabitants want to see their city develop
that we have a chance of providing appropriate answers. I shall look forward to joining you in
asking what questions we should ask — if not in providing any immediate answers — over my
forthcoming year in Sydney.
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